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     “The world is going to hell in a handbasket.” 
     Wiser words were never said. At random intervals during my 
childhood, my mother would drop this pessimistic little gem in  
response to all kinds of bad news. Over the past few years, this 
phrase has echoed in the back of my mind as I watch our culture 
slide inexorably away from traditional values. On every front, basic 
tenants of Judeo-Christian thought are under assault. 
     My first experience working with kids in a residential facility was 
in 1996. Can you remember 1996? Compared to 2021, 1996 
seems like a whole different planet! We have come a long way in 
25 years. The cultural changes that swirl all around us are topics 
of debate in our churches and at the office water cooler. For all of 
our opinions, I rarely encounter folks who recognize the impact 
that our shifting mores have on the youth that we serve. In so 
many areas, our evolving views are doing real harm to some of  
the most vulnerable among us. 
Violence 
     The issue of violence in television, 
movies, music, and video games has 
gotten little public attention in recent 
years.  Whatever your opinion of the 
parental advisory labels and content warnings we used to see 
plastered on CDs and Playstation games, many of those concerns 
seem to be a vestige of the past. Every generation of new media 
that comes out seems to raise the bar on this kind of stuff. Media 
content is no longer packaged on disks and the warning stickers 
have disappeared along with the CDs. You may not be a social 
warrior on this issue- you and I are not gonna go out and kill some-
one just because we heard about it in a song or played a video 
game. But what about the youth we see in the many psychiatric 

residential facilities across the state? Most of the young men 
we work with have a personal history of physical violence. 
They have been abused and steeped in family cultures of 
aggression. They struggle with mental health diagnoses like 
oppositional defiant, hyperactive, antisocial, and even      
psychotic disorders. Add to that dynamic impulsivity, a     
baseline of rage, and very little self-control, and you get a 
recipe for disaster. I cannot tell you how many times I have 
visited a facility only to find young men huddled around a TV 
screen, taking turns playing first person shooter video games. 
Kids sit at dining tables reciting graphic and violent lyrics.  
     Research has not shown that violent music and games 
directly cause kids to go out and shoot someone. If I make 
you listen to a song that promotes rape, that does not mean 
that you are going to go out and commit sexual assault. But 
surely you can understand that violent song lyrics and games 
will negatively affect the youth we serve in more severe ways 
than it will impact a stable adult. While we debate about how 
art reflects culture, suggestable young men in treatment    
facilities marinate in this stuff. 
Substance Abuse 
     Starting in states like Washington and Colorado, organized 
efforts to legalize marijuana use have spread like wildfire in 
the US. Following the 2020 elections, 24 states have legal-
ized medicinal use, and an additional 10 states have gone 
further, legalizing recreational use. Oregon even went as far 
as to legalize possession of hard drugs like meth, heroin, 
oxycodone, and LSD. States where legalization has passed 
are being flooded with edible drugs like THC infused gum-
mies and chocolates. Marijuana is becoming big business for 
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December Notes  By Logan Stark 

“Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they 
shall call his name Immanuel” (which means, God with us) 

Matthew 1:23 
 

     Christmas has come early! Despite the pandemic still going on, Pastor Jon and I have finally been able to 
visit the Great Circle campus! Due to campus policies we can’t at this time bring the cottages down to the 
chapel; however, we have been able to visit with kids in the cottages themselves. I have been able to begin 
building relationships with these kids, learning their names and talking with them about superheroes,        
cartoons, cats, and Jesus. I have also been job shadowing Jon, learning different ways of planting the      
Gospel. Jon has been able to deliver a couple of short devotions to some of the cottages and has also      
been able to pray with some of these kids.  
    The cottages are decorated for the season, displaying lights, Christmas trees, Santas, and even a Grinch. 
Christmas music is playing from the chapel, and Days of Hope has begun getting stockings together to give to 
these kids, who don’t get to be home for the holidays. Personally, Christmas has been my favorite holiday for 
as long as I can remember- a time of hope, joy, and celebration of the Son of God becoming a man. Jesus 
literally came to earth as a baby, so that he could grow up and one day be sacrificed on a cross for us. 
     One of the biggest reasons I like being a part of Days of Hope, is because we get to mimic the ministry of 
Jesus. He didn’t stay in heaven and demand his followers to come to him, but became one of us. Days of 
Hope’s chaplains get to go into these behavioral centers and personally interact with these kids. Is it safe? 
No. During a recent visit Pastor Jon was able to deescalate a kid from fighting another boy he was mad at. 
This form of ministry may not be safe, but it does reflect God’s heart to reach out to the lost.  
     Before Jesus ascended back to heaven, he commanded his disciples, “All authority in heaven and on 
earth has been given to me. Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. 
And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age” (Matthew 20:18-20). If you’re not called to be a 
missionary in a behavioral center, then be one in your home, your workplace, your school, wherever you go. 
There are people everywhere who need to know the good news of great joy for all people. 

 

     Christmas day was a special day. I had the privilege of getting to hand out Christmas stockings to every 

kid at the Great Circle behavioral facility. Each and every one of them were excited and extremely grateful, 

saying, “Thank you” more than once, and many showing thankfulness through a hug. Because of Covid, none 

of them were able to spend the holidays with their family this year; however, some of them told me that they 

did have relatives coming the next day, December 26, to see them.  

     Each kid quickly tore into their stockings and were grateful for each toy and candy inside. Many of the girls 

were excited to receive their books, while the little guys in the Bruemmer cottage were more excited for the 

toys. A teen in Willow was thrilled when he found a journal in his, while another boy was excited for a Nerf toy 

and asked me to play catch with him. We were also able to bless the staff, by giving them each a gift card. A 

couple of them even stated that the card was the only present that they had gotten for Christmas this year. 

     It was an honor to hand out these gifts, and to see the joy of so many. Christmas can be hard when you’re 

not getting to spend it at home with family. The stockings themselves didn’t have expensive gifts, but to these 

kids they were amazing because they could see that someone had thought of them and were giving them 

something on Christmas day. One boy tried to express how grateful he was, doing so through a head nod 

because he couldn’t find the words he wanted to say. 
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the corporations who produce and sell the drug as well as the states who 
tax the sales. On another front, vaping has become a mainstream method 
of nicotine delivery. No longer just a beneficial tool to help people quit 
smoking, vaping has replaced cigarette use for many youth. Junior high 
kids today sneak into bathrooms to vape a cotton candy flavored JUUL.  
In spite of criticisms of marketing and flavors that target kids, these    
companies are finding ways to sell the products, which often deliver  
much higher doses of nicotine than a single cigarette would. 
     I know lots of adults who have varying views on the decriminalization 
of substance abuse. We can discuss the failures of the government’s war 
on drugs. We can talk about less punitive approaches like drug rehab 
services and support. Perhaps your coworker advocates a libertarian 
position and rails about the failures of prohibition. You may have      
neighbors who want to educate you on the legitimate medical benefits of 
marijuana on specific illnesses. None of these considerations take into 
account how our new liberties are harming at-risk youth.  
     The majority of the kids we see in care have been raised in drug   
culture. Many of them have substance abuse and addictions listed in their 
treatment plans. One of the programs we work with, Navig8, is specifically 
designed as a drug rehabilitation program for children and teens.  Any 
drug treatment counselor will tell you that childhood use of a drug       
exponentially magnifies the negative lifetime effects of that drug abuse. 
From fetal alcohol syndrome to hard drug addictions, these kids lives 
have been scarred and twisted by the poisons that they have been     
exposed to. What are we communicating to a struggling sixteen year old 
meth addict when we legalize the very drugs he is desperately fighting to 
get free from? The most vulnerable among us are being set up for failure 
by corporate pushers and libertarian ideals. 
Sexual Issues 
     Where to begin? The subject of sexuality in American culture has 
turned into a swamp of confusion in the last 25 years. From issues     
surrounding sexual orientation to gender identity, we have seen massive 
swings in accepted standards in twenty-five years. Generally accepted 
social thought about sexuality today is a million miles from what most 
folks embraced in 1996. This is an area where it seems the goal post has 
been moved and moved again until nothing stable remains. 
     In the world of adolescent residential treatment, sexual abuse victims 
are a universal reality. It is truly disturbing to discover how many of these 
kids were raped as small children. The plague of sexual abuse scars 
children and perpetuates itself by turning yesterday’s victims into        
tomorrow’s perpetrators. Victims of childhood sexual abuse suffer from 
poor boundaries, self-esteem and self-concept issues, high risk sexual 
behaviors, and a multitude of other problems that arise from the evil 
abuse. In an effort to help these kids, individual therapy and group     
therapies have been developed. These youth attend sexual issues and 
sexual abuse groups, complete workbooks, and try to recover from a 
history of traumatic sexual experiences. There is no way to adequately  
communicate how complicated and problematic these situations can  
become, so I will just share a story. 
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     Nate (name changed to protect privacy) was a young man in 
treatment who had practically been raised in these treatment     
programs. As a teenager he found himself in a facility where he was 
working on a myriad of problems from oppositional behavior to  
substance abuse to sexual issues. Nate had a habit of grooming his 
victims in an inverted way. He would find older guys who were more 
dominant and aggressive and lure them into situations where they 
could take advantage of him and sodomize him. (It is common for 
victims of abuse to  reenact that abuse in various ways) More than 
once Nate found a way to get alone in a bathroom stall or closet 
with a peer. Nate came away from these interactions insisting he 
was a victim. I remember one incident where he got his hands on 
some women’s clothing and snuck into another kid’s room at night 
in a dress, looking for a sexual encounter. I don’t share this story to 
be salacious- I want you to begin to wrap your head around how    
complex and challenging broken sexuality can be. What do you say 
to Nate? How do you even approach that? 
     The more important questions is this: what would a therapist do 
with that kid in 1996? 2006? 2016? Today? Whatever your opinion 
of our current sexual revolution, I can report that we have created 
an absolute minefield for these kids. The alphabet soup of sexual 
orientations combined with the open invitation to disregard your own 
biology and choose a gender identity has left many of these kids 
without any answers and too many options. There are so many 
voices in our society who would encourage many of the behaviors 
that therapists were trying to treat just a few years ago. The Biblical 
views on healthy sexuality and marriage have been thrown out the 
window. And these kids are paying the price.  
Politics 
     This article wouldn’t be complete without at least a brief mention 
of our current political state. We have stopped speaking to one 
another altogether. Differing sides shout over the other with       
increasing volume. Rioters burn and loot and murder in the streets. 
They tear down monuments and break into the US capitol.  Racial 
tensions are stoked in an effort to gain votes. There is a level of 
anger and unrestrained contempt on display that I have never seen.   
     Conflict resolution is a core problem that our kids struggle with. 
Many have been raised in environments where violence resolves 
disputes. These kids go from flash to bang in an instant, and fights 
are commonplace. Like working with toddlers, the staff encourage 
these kids to ‘use your words.’ Very few of them have any idea how 
to talk through a dispute. Many of these youth carry an intrinsic 
hatred of law enforcement. How in the world are we going to foster 
a sense of restraint and respect for authority when our national 
leaders are insulting one another and demanding to defund the 
police?  
     I do have some opinions on this political mess that I will not 
share here. I’m sure you do too.  But our polite political                
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observations are secondary to the way that this chaos destabilizes the weakest and most vulnerable among us. These kids 
have become the collateral damage in a world gone mad. 
    So what to do? How do we respond to a culture that is moving in negative directions at break neck speed? I would not 
encourage you to turn into the little old church lady, wringing your hands and celebrating the ‘good old days.’ It is apparent 
to me that there is an increasing need for believers to become much more sophisticated in the way we relate to an upside 
down world. Jesus spoke to this challenge when he sent the twelve disciples out to minister in Matthew chapter ten . 
      “I am sending you out like sheep among wolves. Therefore be as shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.”   
      The gospel is not a cudgel to beat unbelievers with. The Gospel is not an argument we need to win. We are called to 
bring good news and hope to a world that is spinning out of control, and that is becoming a more challenging task with every 
day that passes. Jesus instructed his disciples to walk out wisdom and innocence because He knew these things would be 
necessary to navigate this minefield. It seems that the world is indeed going to hell in a handbasket. That is nothing new. 
The divide between a broken world and the kingdom of God is becoming more blatant.  
 

    God, help us learn how to communicate truth in ways that will be heard and considered!  
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